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RESCALING LIMITS OF COMPLEX RATIONAL MAPS
JAN KIWI
Abstract. We discuss rescaling limits for sequences of complex rational maps in one
variable which approach infinity in parameter space. It is shown that any given sequence
of maps of degree d ≥ 2 has at most 2d − 2 dynamically distinct rescaling limits which
are not postcritically finite. For quadratic rational maps, a complete description of the
possible rescaling limits is given. These results are obtained employing tools from non-
Archimedean dynamics.
1. Introduction
The parameter space RatdC of degree d rational maps in one complex variable is naturally
identified with a Zariski open subset of P2d+1C . That is, the complement of Rat
d
C in P
2d+1
C
is a codimension one algebraic variety which coincides with ∂RatdC. When rational maps
are viewed as dynamical systems acting on the Riemann sphere P1C, it is of interest to
understand what happens to the dynamics as they approach ∂RatdC. The aim of this
paper is to study “rescaling limits” which are non-trivial dynamical systems that arise in
this context. We establish, in a sense to be precised later, that most rescaling limits are
postcritically finite rational maps. Moreover, we give a complete characterization of the
rescaling limits which occur for quadratic rational maps1. These results arise after applying
tools from non-Archimedean dynamics.
Maybe not in this language, “rescaling limits” already appear in the literature. Specially
for d = 2, since quadratic rational maps have been studied in greater detail. More precisely,
rescaling limits appear in Stimson’s Ph.D. Thesis [Sti93] to describe the asymptotic behav-
ior of certain algebraic curves in quadratic moduli space, in Epstein’s proof that hyperbolic
components of certain type are precompact in quadratic moduli space [Eps00] and, in De
Marco’s description of a compactification of quadratic moduli space where the iteration
map extends continuously [DeM07]. In Section 2, we also show how rescaling limits nat-
urally arise in other parameter spaces: cubic polynomials, Latte`s maps, and McMullen’s
Cantor cross circle Julia sets.
Although our results apply to sequences {fn} of rational maps approaching ∂Rat
d
C, non-
Archimedean dynamics emerges once degenerate holomorphic families {ft} ⊂ P
2d+1
C are
taken into account. Here {ft} is parametrized by a neighborhood of the origin in C and
ft ∈ ∂Rat
d
C if and only if t = 0. Each such family may be regarded as a rational map f
with coefficients in the field of formal Laurent series C((t)). However, we prefer to regard
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the coefficients as elements of a complete and algebraically closed field containing C((t))
which we denote by L. Then, following ideas nowadays standard, the action of f : P1L → P
1
L
becomes easier to understand when extended to the Berkovich projective line P1,anL over
L. We will explain how the “rescalings” of {ft} correspond to some of the periodic points
in the Julia set of f : P1,anL → P
1,an
L . Exploiting some basic properties of dynamics on
the Berkovich projective line we will obtain our results regarding the rescaling limits of
holomorphic families which, after some work, are translated to results regarding rescaling
limits of sequences of rational maps.
Now we procede to give precise statements of our results, first for holomorphic families
and then for sequences of rational maps.
Rational maps. As mentioned above, the space of complex rational maps of degree d ≥ 1,
denoted RatdC, is identified to a Zariski open subset of P
2d+1
C via the inclusion:
RatdC →֒ P
2d+1
C
a0z
d + · · ·+ ad
b0zd + · · ·+ bd
7→ [a0 : · · · : ad : b0 : · · · : bd].
Hence RatdC is identified with the complement of the hypersurface in P
2d+1
C obtained as the
vanishing locus of the resultant of the polynomials a0z
d + · · ·+ ad and b0z
d + · · · + bd.
Holomorphic families. Given a neighborhood U of the origin in C, a collection {ft}t∈U ⊂
P2d+1C is a one–dimensional holomorphic family of degree d ≥ 1 if
U → P2d+1C
t 7→ ft
is a holomorphic map such that ft ∈ Rat
d
C for all t 6= 0. We say that {ft}t∈U is a degenerate
holomorphic family if f0 /∈ Rat
d
C. A holomorphic family {Mt}t∈U of degree 1 will be called,
following Shishikura, a moving frame.
Holomorphic families of rational maps appear in the literature in a more general setting
which allows parametrizations by complex manifold of any dimension and any topology. In
this paper we will only consider the very special kind of holomorphic families parametrized
by neighborhoods of the origin in C and proceed to simply call them “holomorphic fami-
lies”. Also, we drop the subscript “t ∈ U” from {ft}t∈U , since all of our discussion about
holomorphic families only depends on the corresponding germs at t = 0 and not on the
domain U . However, for the sake of simplicity of exposition we prefer to work with holo-
morphic families instead of with germs.
Definition 1.1. Let {ft} be a holomorphic family of degree ≥ 2. We say that a moving
frame {Mt} is a rescaling for {ft}, if there exists an integer q ≥ 1, a degree d
′ ≥ 2 rational
map g : P1C → P
1
C and a finite subset S of P
1
C such that
(1) M−1t ◦ f
q
t ◦Mt(z)→ g(z), as t→ 0,
uniformly on compact subsets of P1C \S. We say that g is a rescaling limit for {ft} in P
1
C \S.
The minimal q ≥ 1 such that the above holds is called the period of the rescaling {Mt}.
We will show that any q for which (1) holds for some g of degree at least 2 is a multiple
of the period of {Mt} (see Corollary 3.5).
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Definition 1.2. We say that two moving frames {Mt} and {Lt} are equivalent if there
exists M ∈ Rat1C such that M
−1
t ◦ Lt → M as t → 0. The equivalence class of {Mt} will
be denoted by [{Mt}] and the set formed by the equivalence classes of moving frames by B.
It is not difficult to check that the above relation among moving frames is an equivalence
relation. Also, if the moving frame {Mt} is a rescaling for {ft} with rescaling limit g and
{Lt} is equivalent to {Mt}, then {Lt} is a rescaling for {ft} with rescaling limit Mo¨bius
conjugate to g.
In Section 3.4 we will translate results from non-Archimedean dynamics to show that
any holomorphic family {ft} acts on the set formed by the equivalence classes of moving
frames B. More precisely, given an equivalence class of moving frames [{Mt}] there exists
a unique class of moving frames [{Lt}] such that:
L−1t ◦ ft ◦Mt(z)→ g(z), as t→ 0,
for some non-constant rational map g : P1C → P
1
C and for all z outside some finite set. It
follows that {Mt} is a rescaling if and only if {Lt} is a rescaling. Thus it is reasonable to
say that two rescalings {Mt} and {Lt} for {ft} are dynamically independent only when the
corresponding classes [{Mt}] and [{Lt}] lie in distinct {ft}-orbits.
Theorem 1. Let {ft} be a holomorphic family of degree d ≥ 2 rational maps. Then
there are at most 2d− 2 pairwise dynamically independent rescalings for {ft} such that the
corresponding rescaling limits are not postcritically finite.
Moreover, if d = 2, then there are at most two dynamically independent rescalings.
Furthermore, in the case that a rescaling of period at least 2 exists, then exactly one of the
following holds:
(1) {ft} has exactly two dynamically independent rescalings, of periods q
′ > q > 1. The
period q rescaling limit is a quadratic rational map with a multiple fixed point and
a prefixed critical point. The period q′ rescaling limit is a quadratic polynomial,
modulo conjugacy.
(2) {ft} has a rescaling whose corresponding limit is a quadratic rational map with a
multiple fixed point and every other rescaling is dynamically dependent to it.
A degree 2 holomorphic family with a period 1 rescaling limit is, modulo conjugacy by
a moving frame, a non-degenerate holomorphic family and lacks of non-trivial rescalings
(e.g., see Proposition 3.4).
Sequential rescalings. In many situations, the study of parameter spaces leads us to con-
sider sequences of rational maps. Thus, it is of interest to explore the sequential analogues
of the results previously described for holomorphic families.
We say that a sequence {Mn} of Mo¨ebius transformations is a sequence of frames. That
is, Mn ∈ PSL(2,C) ≡ Rat
1
C.
Definition 1.3. Consider a sequence {fn} in Rat
d
C. We say that a sequence of frames
{Mn} is a rescaling for {fn} if there exists an integer q ≥ 1, a degree d
′ ≥ 2 rational map
g : P1C → P
1
C and a finite subset S of P
1
C such that
(2) M−1n ◦ f
q
n ◦Mn(z)→ g(z), as n→∞,
uniformly on compact subsets of P1C \ S. We say that g is a rescaling limit for {fn}. The
minimal q ≥ 1 such that the above holds is called the period of the rescaling {Mn}.
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We will show that any q for which (2) holds for some g of degree at least 2 is a multiple
of the period of {Mn} (see Section 5.3).
Definition 1.4. Two sequences of frames {Mn} and {Ln} are said to be independent if
M−1n ◦ Ln → ∞ in PSL(2,C). That is, for every compact set K in PSL(2,C) there exists
n0 such M
−1
n ◦ Ln /∈ K for all n ≥ n0.
Two rescaling sequences {Mn} and {Ln} are said to be equivalent if M
−1
n ◦ Ln → M ∈
PSL(2,C).
Note that equivalent sequences of frames are dependent (i.e. not independent). However,
if {Mn} and {Ln} are two dependent sequences of frames, then we may only conclude that
there exist subsequences {Mnk} and {Lnk} which are equivalent. Thus, the sequential
analogue of dynamical independence will require passing to subsequences.
Definition 1.5. Given a sequence {fn} in Rat
d
C and rescalings {Mn} and {Ln} for {fn}
of period dividing q. We say that {Mn} and {Ln} are dynamically dependent if, for some
subsequences {Mnk} and {Lnk}, there exist 1 ≤ m ≤ q, finite subsets S1, S2 of P
1
C and
rational maps g1, g2 : P
1
C → P
1
C of degree at least 1 such that
L−1nk ◦ f
m
nk
◦Mnk(z)→ g1(z)
uniformly on compact subsets of P1C \ S1 and
M−1nk ◦ f
q−m
nk
◦ Lnk(z)→ g2(z)
uniformly on compact subsets of P1C \ S2.
With the above definitions we will establish the sequential version of Theorem 1:
Theorem 2. Let d ≥ 2 and consider {fn} ⊂ Rat
d
C. Then there exists at most 2d − 2
pairwise dynamically independent rescalings whose rescaling limits are not postcritically
finite.
Moreover, if d = 2, then there are at most two dynamically independent rescaling limits
of period at least 2. Furthermore, in the case that a rescaling of period at least 2 exists,
then exactly one of the following holds:
(1) {fn} has exactly two dynamically independent rescalings, of periods q
′ > q > 1.
The period q rescaling limit is a quadratic rational map with a multiple fixed point
and a prefixed critical point. The period q′ rescaling limit is a quadratic polynomial,
modulo conjugacy.
(2) {fn} has a rescaling whose corresponding limit is a quadratic rational map with a
multiple fixed point and every other rescaling is dynamically dependent to it.
Outline. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give several examples of
rescaling limits for holomorphic families as well as for sequences of rational maps. In Sec-
tion 3 we discuss how each holomorphic family determines a rational map with coefficients
in a non-Archimedean field L. We show how rescaling limits of a given holomorphic family
correspond to certain periodic points of the corresponding non-Archimedean dynamical
system. These periodic points lie in the Berkovich projective line over L. In Section 4 we
employ the tree structure of the Berkovich projective line to prove Theorem 1. Finally, in
Section 5, we reduce the proof of Theorem 2 to Theorem 1 after showing that sequential
rescalings are realized by rescalings of holomorphic families.
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2. Examples
The aim of this section is to illustrate rescaling limits through examples. All the exam-
ples below are motivated by holomorphic families that have been already considered in the
literature.
2.1. Cubic polynomials. Consider the family of cubic polynomials with one period 3
critical point w = 0 which, following Milnor [Mil09], can be parametrized by
Fc(w) = α(c)w
3 + β(c)w2 + 1
where
α(c) = −
c3 + 2c2 + c+ 1
c(c+ 1)2
, β(c) = c− α(c).
The polynomial Fc is well defined and cubic for all c ∈ C such that α(c) 6= 0,∞.
Polynomials of this form lead to six different degenerate holomorphic families of degree
3 that correspond to the six points c ∈ C ∪ {∞} ≡ P1C for which α(c) = 0 or ∞. Three
of these degenerate holomorphic families will have a rescaling of period 1 while the other
three will have a rescaling of period 3.
If α(c) vanishes at c = c0, then the holomorphic family {Ft+c0} is a degenerate holo-
morphic family of degree 3, defined in a neighborhood of t = 0. The trivial moving frame
{Mt : z 7→ z} is a rescaling of period 1 for {Ft+c0} with rescaling limit c0w
2 + 1. Here
Ft+c0 converges to c0w
2 + 1 uniformly on compact subsets of C. Note that c0w
2 + 1 is
affine conjugate to z2 + c0. The roots of α(c) are exactly the three parameters c for which
the critical point z = 0 has period 3 under iterations of the standard quadratic family
z 7→ z2 + c (i.e. the parameters of the Julia sets known as the rabbit, anti-rabbit, and
airplane).
Now, for parameters c close to c = 0, we have that the moving frame {Mt : z 7→ t
2z}
is a period 3 rescaling for {Ft} with limit g(z) = z
2. Close to c = −1, the moving frame
{z 7→ t5z} is a rescaling of period 3 for the family {F−1+t} with rescaling limit g(z) = 2z
2.
Finally, close to c = ∞, the moving frame {z 7→ t4z} is a rescaling of period 3 for the
family {F1/t} with rescaling limit g(z) = −2z
2.
This example illustrates a general phenomena which occurs when one considers degen-
erate holomorphic families that parametrize a neighborhood of infinity of an escape region
of a periodic curve of cubic polynomials. The correct choice of rescaling {Mt} above is
based on [BKM10, Section 5].
2.2. Quadratic rational maps. Given a ∈ C and t ∈ C \ {0}, let
fa,t(z) = t−
1 + t2
z
+
t
z2
− at5.
For each a ∈ C we have that {fa,t} is a degenerate holomorphic family of degree 2.
Setting a = 0, the critical point z = 0 becomes periodic of period 3 under iterations of
f0,t. Since we are only interested on small values of t, for each a, the holomorphic family
{fa,t} may be regarded as a perturbation of {f0,t}.
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As anticipated by Stimson [Sti93] and Epstein [Eps00] there exists a rescaling limit
of these families which is a quadratic rational map with a multiple fixed point. More
precisely, given any a ∈ C, the moving frame {z 7→ tz} is a rescaling of period 2 for {fa,t}
with rescaling limit
g(z) =
z2 + z − 1
z − 1
.
The convergence of M−1t ◦ f
2
t ◦Mt is uniform on compact subsets of C \ {1}. Note that g
has a multiple fixed point at ∞ and the critical point z = 0 of g maps into this fixed point
in two iterations.
Also, the moving frame {Lt : t 7→ t
3z} is another rescaling for {fa,t}, but now of period
3 and rescaling limit z 7→ z2 + a, where the convergence of L−1t ◦ f
3
t ◦ Lt is uniform on
compact subsets of C.
2.3. Latte`s maps. Consider the degree 4 flexible Latte`s family (e.g. see [Mil99, Prob-
lem 7-g]) given by
ft(w) =
(w2 − t)2
4w(w − 1)(w − t)
.
It is a degenerate holomorphic family. The trivial moving frame {Mt : z 7→ z} leads to a
period 1 rescaling limit,
w 7→
w2
4(w − 1)
,
which after a change of coordinates is the quadratic Chebyshev polynomial z 7→ z2 − 2
(e.g. see [Mil99, Problem 7-c]). For more about Latte`s maps see [Mil06] and the references
therein.
There are a wealth of rescaling sequences associated to this family {ft}. In fact, as we
shall see below, one for each periodic point of the tent map:
Tent(α) =
{
2α if α ≤ 1/2,
−2α+ 2 if α > 1/2.
We restrict to t ∈]0,+∞[ so that tα ∈]0,+∞[ is well defined for all α ∈ R. As t→ 0,
ft(t
α · z)
tTent(α)
→

−
z2
4
if 0 < α < 1/2,
−
z−2
4
if 1/2 < α < 1,
uniformly on compact subsets of C× = C \ {0}.
Now we consider a sequence {tn} such that tn ց 0 and let {ftn} be the corresponding
sequence of degree 4 rational maps. For α periodic, say of period q, under Tent, we
have that {Mn(z) = t
α
nz} is a sequential rescaling for {ftn} with limit affine conjugate to
z 7→ z±2
q
. For example, we may consider α = 2/5 which has period 2 and let sn = t
2/5
n . It
follows that, as n→∞,
1
sn
· f2tn(sn · z)→ −4z
−4.
It is not difficult to check that rescalings associated to distinct periodic orbits of Tent
are dynamically independent rescalings for {ftn} (see Definition 1.5). Hence, there are
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infinitely many pairwise “distinct” rescalings for {ftn}. However, all rescaling limits are a
special type of postcritically finite maps, namely monomials.
2.4. Cantor cross circle. Now we discuss an example which, from the viewpoint of
rescaling limits, is fairly similar to the flexible Latte`s maps discussed above. It is based on
an example introduced and discussed by McMullen in [McM88, Section 7] where he shows
that for sufficiently small values of t the degree 5 rational map
ft(z) = z
3 +
t
z2
has Julia set homeomorphic to a circle cross a Cantor set.
The analogue of the tent map now is given by:
β(α) =
{
3α if α ≤ 1/5,
−2α+ 1 if α > 1/5.
We also restrict to t ∈]0,+∞[ and observe that, as t → 0, uniformly on compact subsets
of C× we have:
ft(t
α · z)
tβ(α)
→

z3 if α < 1/5,
z−2 if 1/5 < α.
Periodic points of β lie in [0, 1/6] ∪ [1/4, 1/2] and are in one to one correspondence with
those of the one-sided full shift on two symbols. Choose tn ց 0. For each periodic point α,
say of period q under iterations of β, we have that {Mtn : z → t
α
nz} is a period q rescaling
for {ftn} with rescaling limit z 7→ z
3m·(−2)q−m , where m is the number of elements of the
orbit of α under β contained in [0, 1/6]. Periodic points α which lie in distinct β-orbits
lead to dynamically independent rescalings for {ftn}.
3. From holomorphic families to Berkovich dynamics
To regard a holomorphic family {ft} as a single dynamical system we consider the field of
formal Puiseux series C〈〈t〉〉. This field C〈〈t〉〉 is an algebraic closure of the field of formal
Laurent series C((t)). More precisely, C〈〈t〉〉 is the injective limit of {C((t1/m))}m∈N with
the obvious inclusions. The order of vanishing at t = 0 induces a non-Archimedean absolute
value | · | on C〈〈t〉〉. That is, given an element z ∈ C〈〈t〉〉 we may consider m ∈ N, j0 ∈ Z
and cj ∈ C such that z =
∑
j≥j0
cjt
j/m, then, provided that z 6= 0, we have
|z| = exp
(
−min
{
j
m
| cj 6= 0
})
.
Although C〈〈t〉〉 is algebraically closed (e.g. see [CA00, Corollary 1.5.11]) it is not
complete with respect to | · |. For us, it is more convenient to work with the field L
obtained as the completion of C〈〈t〉〉. It follows that L enjoys being both complete and
algebraically closed [Rib99, Chapter 5, J].
Definition 3.1. Consider a degree d ≥ 1 holomorphic family {ft}. We may write
ft(z) =
a0(t)z
d + · · ·+ ad(t)
b0(t)zd + · · ·+ bd(t)
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where aj(t), bj(t) are holomorphic functions whose domains contain a neighborhood of the
origin, for all j = 0, . . . , d. Let aj, bj ∈ L be the Taylor series at t = 0 of the holomorphic
functions aj(t), bj(t). Then the degree d rational map f : P
1
L → P
1
L given by
(3) f(z) =
a0z
d + · · · + ad
b0zd + · · · + bd
is called the rational map associated to {ft}.
Since ft has degree d for all t 6= 0 the degree of the associated map f : P
1
L → P
1
L is d.
We will denote the rational map in L(z) associated to a holomorphic family by the
corresponding boldface symbol. That is, the rational map associated to {gt}, {Mt}, {Lt}
will be respectively denoted by g, M , L.
We will study the associated map f with tools from iteration of rational maps over non-
Archimedean fields (e.g. see [BR10, Jon12]). Since fields such as L are totally disconnected
and not locally compact it is convenient, and nowadays standard, to extend the action of
f to the Berkovich projective line P1,anL over L.
3.1. The field L. Before working on Berkovich space, let us discuss the basic properties
of the field L.
As the elements of C〈〈t〉〉, the elements of L may also be represented by series in t but
now of the form
z =
∑
j≥0
ajt
λj ,
where aj ∈ C, λj ∈ Q and, if aj does not vanish for sufficiently large j, then λj → ∞ as
j → ∞. The absolute value is given by |z| = exp(−min{λj | aj 6= 0}) provided z 6= 0.
Hence, |z| vanishes or takes values in the multiplicative group exp(Q) called the value group
|L×| of L.
Given z0 ∈ L and r > 0 we say that B≤r(z0) = {z ∈ L | |z− z0| ≤ r} is a closed ball and
B<r(z0) = {z ∈ L | |z − z0| < r} is an open ball. However, all of these balls are open and
closed sets in the topology of L. When r /∈ exp(Q) note that B≤r(z0) = B<r(z0).
The valuation ring is the local ring OL = {| · | ≤ 1} with maximal ideal ML = {| · | < 1}.
The residue field L˜ = OL/ML is canonically identified with C via C ∋ c 7→ c+ML ∈ OL/ML.
For more about valuations and local fields see, for example, [Cas86] and [Rib99].
When convenient we fix a coordinate and identify P1L with L ∪ {∞} via [z : 1] 7→ z and
[1 : 0] 7→ ∞. Similarly, we identify P1C with C ∪ {∞}.
We may reduce points of P1L to P
1
C via the map ρ : P
1
L → P
1
C which is obtained after
extending the quotient map OL → OL/ML ≡ C ⊂ P
1
C to P
1
L by declaring that P
1
L \ OL
maps onto ∞ ∈ P1C.
Given any rational map ϕ : P1L → P
1
L, there exists a rational map ϕ˜ : P
1
C → P
1
C such
that, for all but finitely many z ∈ P1C, we have that ϕ maps ρ
−1(z) onto ρ−1(ϕ˜(z)). The
map ϕ˜ : P1C → P
1
C obtained from ϕ is called the reduction of ϕ (e.g. see [Sil07, Section 2.3]).
We will recover dynamical systems acting on P1C from rational maps acting on P
1
L via
(variations of) this reduction procedure.
The map ϕ˜ may be easily computed after writing ϕ as a quotient of polynomials P
and Q in OL[z], so that at least one of the coefficients of these polynomials is a unit in
OL (i.e. has absolute value 1). Passing to the quotient C[z] ≡ (OL/ML)[z] we obtain
polynomials P˜ and Q˜ which may have a non-constant greatest common divisor H. Denote
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the roots of H by H(ϕ) (compare with “holes” in [DeM05]). It follows that ϕ˜ = R/S
where R,S ∈ C[z] are such that P˜ = R · H and Q˜ = S · H, under the agreement that
if S = 0, then ϕ˜ ≡ ∞ (e.g. see [Sil07, Section 2.3]). Moreover, provided that ϕ˜ is not
constant, ϕ(ρ−1(z)) = ρ−1(ϕ˜(z)) if z /∈ H(ϕ) and ϕ(ρ−1(z)) = P1L otherwise (see [RL03,
Proposition 2.4]).
Reduction is, roughly speaking, the algebraic counterpart of taking the limit as t → 0
of a holomorphic family {ft}:
Lemma 3.2. Consider a degree d ≥ 1 holomorphic family {ft} with associated rational
map f : P1L → P
1
L. Then, as t→ 0,
ft → f˜
uniformly on compact subsets of P1C \ H(f).
Although elementary, we include a proof for this observation which is important to relate
the Archimedean and non-Archimedean worlds.
Proof. We may write ft(z) = Pt(z)/Qt(z) where {Pt}, {Qt} are holomorphic families of
complex polynomials so that the associated maps P ,Q can be regarded as elements of
OL[z] with at least one of the coefficients involved being a unit. In particular Pt and Qt
converge as t→ 0 (as complex maps of P1C) to P0 and Q0, respectively. Thus, the quotient
ft(z) = Pt(z)/Qt(z) converges uniformly to P0(z)/Q0(z) for all z outside a neighborhood
of the common roots of P0 and Q0. The lemma follows since away from these roots
P0(z)/Q0(z) = P˜ (z)/Q˜(z) = f˜(z). 
3.2. Berkovich projective line over L. Our aim now is to summarize some properties
of the Berkovich projective line P1,anL over L with emphasis on those which are relevant
for this paper. We will not reproduce here the several equivalent definitions of P1,anL but
rather refer the reader to the excellent literature already available. For a detailed expo-
sition we refer the reader to [BR10], for those with preference for a condensed discussion
we suggest [Jon12], while the more akin to the foundational sources will certainly enjoy
Berkovich’s monograph [Ber90].
The Berkovich projective line P1,anL is, as a topological space, a compact, Hausdorff,
arcwise connected space which contains P1L as a dense subset. It has a non-metric tree
structure (e.g. see [Jon12, Section 2]). In particular, there is a unique arc [x, y] between
any pair of distinct points x, y.
A direction w at a point x ∈ P1,anL is an equivalence class of the relation in P
1,an
L \ {x}
which identifies y and y′ if ]x, y]∩]x, y′] 6= ∅. That is, the segments joining x to y and x
to y′ share an initial portion. The set formed by all the directions w at x is called the
tangent space at x which will be denoted by TxP
1,an
L . The set of points which represents
w ∈ TxP
1,an
L is denoted by Uw (e.g. see [BR10, Appendix B.6.] or [Jon12, Section 2.1.1]).
If x is a branched point of P1,anL , then we say that Uw is a strict open Berkovich disc. The
finite intersection of strict open Berkovich discs is called a strict basic open set.
The topology of P1,anL coincides with the smallest topology such that all the strict open
Berkovich discs are open (e.g. see [Jon12, Section 3.6]). It is not difficult to check that the
sets of the form Uw are (arcwise) connected and that ∂Uw = {x} for all w ∈ TxP
1,an
L and
all x ∈ P1,anL (e.g. see [BR10, Section 2.6]).
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The points of P1L ⊂ P
1,an
L are endpoints in the tree structure of P
1,an
L . We refer to these
point as rigid points, type I points, or classical points.
Points with at least three directions are branched points in the tree structure of P1,anL .
Branched points of P1,anL are called type II points and will play a central role in our dis-
cussions. It turns out that at any type II point x there are uncountably many directions.
In fact, TxP
1,an
L is naturally isomorphic to the complex projective line, that is to P
1
C (e.g.
see [Jon12, Section 3.8.7]).
After identification of P1L with L∪ {∞} via [z : 1] 7→ z, type II points are in one–to–one
correspondence with the collection of closed balls B ⊂ L with radius in |L×| = exp(Q). The
point corresponding to the ring of integers OL is called the Gauss point and will be denoted
xg. Directions at the Gauss point are closely related to the reduction map ρ : P
1
L → P
1
C. In
fact, Uw is a direction at xg if and only if Uw is the convex hull of ρ
−1(z) for some z ∈ P1C.
Moreover, the induced map TxgP
1,an
L → P
1
C is an isomorphism of projective lines over C.
That is, we may identify TxgP
1,an
L with P
1
C via reduction (e.g. see [Jon12, Section 3.8.7]).
The rest of Berkovich space consists of points of types III and IV that we will not discuss
here.
The action ϕ : P1L → P
1
L of any rational map ϕ ∈ L(z) extends continuously to P
1,an
L .
To ease notation we will also denote the extended map by ϕ : P1,anL → P
1,an
L . This
continuous extension respects compositions and thus iterations of rational maps. The
action ϕ : P1,anL → P
1,an
L is open, surjective, preserves the type of the points (I–IV) and
each point has at most degϕ preimages (see [Jon12, Section 4.5] and/or [BR10, Proposition
2.15, Corollaries 9.9, 9.10]). There is a notion of local degree degx ϕ at any x ∈ P
1,an
L that
coincides with the usual notion at type I points. If we count multiplicities accordingly, then
every point in P1,anL has exactly degϕ preimages (see [Jon12, Section 4.6] and/or [BR10,
Corollary 9.17]) ).
A rational map ϕ induces a tangent map Txϕ : TxP
1,an
L → Tϕ(x)P
1,an
L at every point
x ∈ P1,anL . Namely, there exists a connected neighborhood V of x such that, for all
directions w ∈ TxP
1,an
L , we have that ϕ(Uw ∩ V ) ⊂ Uw′ for some w
′ ∈ Tϕ(x)P
1,an
L The
direction w′ only depends on w and not on the choice of V (see [BR10, Theorem 9.26]
and/or [Jon12, Corollary 2.13]). The tangent map Txϕ : TxP
1,an
L → Tϕ(x)P
1,an
L is defined by
Txϕ(w) = w
′. With this notation, ϕ(Uw) = Uw′ or ϕ(Uw) = P
1,an
L . In the former case we
say that w is a good direction at x and in the latter we say that w is a bad direction at x.
According to Rivera-Letelier [RL03, Section 2] (for a proof in the language of Berkovich
spaces closer to our exposition see [BR10, Sections 2.3, 9.1]) we have the following:
Proposition 3.3. Let ϕ : P1,anL → P
1,an
L be a rational map of degree at least 1. Then ϕ
fixes the Gauss point xg if and only if deg ϕ˜ ≥ 1.
Assume that ϕ(xg) = xg. After identifying TxgP
1,an
L to P
1
C via reduction, the following
holds:
(1) degxg ϕ = deg ϕ˜.
(2) Txgϕ(w) = ϕ˜(w) for all w ∈ P
1
C.
(3) For all w ∈ H(ϕ), we have that ϕ(Uw) = P
1,an
L . Let w
′ = ϕ˜(w). Then there exists
δ ≥ 1 such that every point in Uw′ has δ+degw ϕ˜ preimages in Uw and every point
not in Uw′ has δ preimages in Uw, counting multiplicities.
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(4) For all w ∈ P1C \ H(ϕ), we have that ϕ(Uw) = Uw′ where w
′ = ϕ˜. The degree of
ϕ : Uw → Uw′ is well defined and coincides with degw ϕ˜.
The group of affine linear transformations acts transitively on type II points of P1,anL .
In fact, consider closed balls B ⊂ L and B′ ⊂ L with radii in the value group. Then any
affine linear transformation mapping the ball B ⊂ P1L onto the ball B
′ ⊂ P1L, maps the
type II point corresponding to B onto that corresponding to B′. Thus the group PGL(2,L)
of Mo¨bius transformations also acts transitively on type II points (c.f. [BR10, Corollary
2.13]) and, in view of Proposition 3.3, the stabilizer of the Gauss point xg is PGL(2,OL).
Moreover, for all γ ∈ PGL(2,OL), we have that γ˜ ∈ PGL(2,C) and ρ ◦ γ = γ˜ ◦ ρ where
ρ : P1L → P
1
C denotes the reduction map. In particular, γ maps the direction containing
ρ−1(z) onto the direction containing ρ−1(γ˜(z)), for all z ∈ P1C. Similarly, if γ : P
1,an
L → P
1,an
L
is any linear fractional transformation and x is a type II point, then γ induces a bijection
between TxP
1,an
L and Tγ(x)P
1,an
L . In fact, for all directions w ∈ TxP
1,an
L we have that
γ(Uw) = Uw′ for some w
′ ∈ Tγ(x)P
1,an
L and the assignment w 7→ w
′ is an isomorphism
between complex projective lines.
To understand the action of a rational map ϕ : P1,anL → P
1,an
L on type II points and on
their corresponding tangent spaces, it is convenient to change coordinates in order to work
at the Gauss point. Namely, consider two Mo¨bius transformations η, γ : P1,anL → P
1,an
L
and the points x = η(xg), y = γ(xg). Then, y = ϕ(x) if and only if the rational map
ψ = γ−1 ◦ ϕ ◦ η fixes the Gauss point. In this case, the action of Txϕ is given by ψ˜, in the
corresponding coordinates.
3.3. Rescalings and Berkovich periodic points. Rescalings of a holomorphic family
{ft} and type II periodic points of the associated map f : P
1,an
L → P
1,an
L are closely related.
Proposition 3.4. Let {ft} be a degree d ≥ 2 holomorphic family and {Mt} a moving frame.
Consider the rational map f : P1,anL → P
1,an
L associated to {ft} and the automorphism
M : P1,anL → P
1,an
L associated to {Mt}.
Then, for all ℓ ≥ 1, the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) There exists a rational map g : P1C → P
1
C of degree at least d
′ ≥ 1 such that, as
t→ 0,
M−1t ◦ f
ℓ
t ◦Mt(z)→ g(z)
uniformly on compacts subsets of P1C with finitely many points removed.
(2) f ℓ(x) = x where x = M(xg) and degx f
ℓ = d′ ≥ 1.
In the case that (1) and (2) hold, Txf
ℓ : TxP
1,an
L → TxP
1,an
L is conjugate via a P
1
C-
isomorphism to g : P1C → P
1
C.
Proof. (1) =⇒ (2). Note that the rational map associated to {M−1t ◦ f
ℓ
t ◦Mt} is F =
M−1 ◦ f ℓ ◦M . From Lemma 3.2 the reduction of F has degree at least d′ ≥ 1. Thus,
F (xg) = xg by Proposition 3.3, and degxg F = d
′. It follows that f ℓ(M(xg)) = M(xg).
Moreover, degx f = degxg F for x = M(xg) since the local degree remains unchanged
under pre and post-composition by automorphisms.
(2) =⇒ (1). From Lemma 3.2, as t → 0, outside a finite set, M−1t ◦ f
ℓ
t ◦Mt(z) → F˜
where F = M−1 ◦ f ℓ ◦M . By Proposition 3.3, F˜ has degree degx f
ℓ ≥ 1, since f ℓ(x) =
x = M(xg). 
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Corollary 3.5. Given a degree d ≥ 2 holomorphic family {ft} and a moving frame {Mt},
consider the subset S of N formed by all integers ℓ such that (1) of Proposition 3.4 holds
for some g of with deg g ≥ 2. Then S is empty or S = q · N for some q ≥ 1.
Proof. Let x = M(xg). From the previous proposition, if ℓ ∈ S, then f
ℓ(x) = x and
degx f
ℓ ≥ 2. Thus x is periodic under f , say of period q, and S = q · N. 
3.4. Equivalent moving frames and dynamically dependent rescalings. Equiva-
lent moving frames from the viewpoint of Berkovich projective line are characterized as
follows.
Lemma 3.6. Let {Mt} and {Lt} be moving frames. Denote by M and L (resp.) the
associated Mo¨ebius transformations, acting on P1,anL . The moving frames {Mt} and {Lt}
are equivalent if and only if M(xg) = L(xg).
Proof. By Definition 1.2, {Mt} and {Lt} are equivalent if and only if M
−1
t ◦ Lt → M for
some Mo¨bius transformation M ∈ Rat1C. By Lemma 3.2, this occurs if and only if the
reduction of M−1 ◦L has degree 1 which, in view of Proposition 3.3, occurs if and only if
M−1 ◦L(xg) = xg and the lemma follows. 
We conclude that the equivalence classes B of moving frames are naturally embedded
into the set of type II points of P1,anL . That is, we have a well defined and injective map:
ι : B → P1,anL
[{Mt}] 7→ M(xg).
Moreover, our next result shows that ι(B) is invariant under the action associated to
holomorphic families.
Lemma 3.7. Let {ft} be a holomorphic family of degree d ≥ 1. If {Mt} is a moving frame,
then there exists a moving frame {Lt} such that the following equivalent conditions hold:
(1) f ◦M(xg) = L(xg).
(2) L−1t ◦ ft ◦Mt(z) → g(z), for some non-constant rational map g : P
1
C → P
1
C, with
uniform convergence on compact subsets outside some finite set.
In this case, the reduction of L−1 ◦ f ◦M coincides with g.
Proof. The fact that conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent follows at once from Lemma 3.2
and Proposition 3.3.
To prove the existence of the moving frame {Lt} consider the holomorphic family {gt =
ft◦Mt}. It is sufficient to show that there exists a moving frame {Nt} such thatN◦g(xg) =
xg. Write gt(z) as Pt(z)/Qt(z) where
Pt(z) = a0(t)z
d + · · · + ad(t),
Qt(z) = b0(t)z
d + · · ·+ bd(t),
for some holomorphic functions aj(t), bj(t) defined on a neighborhood of t = 0. Taking
At(z) = t
mz or z/tm for some m ≥ 0, and replacing gt by At ◦ gt, we may assume that
aj(0) 6= 0 for some j and bℓ(0) 6= 0 for some ℓ. It follows that, P˜ 6= 0 and Q˜ 6= 0.
If P˜ 6= c · Q˜ for all c ∈ C, then g˜ has degree at least 1 and, from Proposition 3.3, we
have that g(xg) = xg as required. Otherwise, P˜ = c · Q˜ for some c ∈ C. Hence, all the
coefficients of Pt(z) − cQt(z) vanish at t = 0. Take c0 ∈ C such that max{|aj − c0bj |}
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attains its minimum. Equivalently, given c ∈ C let ℓc ≥ 0 be the largest integer such that
aj(t)− cbj(t) vanishes at t = 0 with order at least ℓc, for all j. Such ℓc exists since gt has
degree d for all t 6= 0. It follows that we may choose c0 such that the corresponding ℓc0 is
maximal. Now let Nt(z) = (z − c0)/t
ℓ0 and observe that N ◦ g = (P − c0Q)/(t
ℓ0Q) has
reduction of degree at least 1. Thus, from Proposition 3.3, we have that N ◦ g(xg) = xg
as required. 
By Lemma 3.6, the moving frame {Lt} of the previous lemma is unique modulo equiv-
alence. Moreover, [{Lt}] is independent of the representative of [{Mt}]. We write
{ft}([{Mt}]) = [{Lt}].
Note that
{ft}({gt}([{Mt}])) = {ft ◦ gt}([{Mt}]),
for all holomorphic families {gt}. Also,
f ◦ ι([{Mt}]) = ι ◦ {ft}([{Mt}])
for all [{Mt}] ∈ B.
Thus, as anticipated in the introduction, we may talk about orbits of equivalence classes
of moving frames under {ft}. Rescalings within the same periodic orbit will be regarded
as the same rescaling for {ft}.
Definition 3.8. Consider a holomorphic family {ft}. Assume that {Mt} and {Lt} are
rescalings for {ft}. We say that {Mt} and {Lt} are dynamically dependent rescalings if
{f ℓt }([{Mt}]) = [{Lt}], for some ℓ ≥ 0.
Let us take a closer look to rescalings associated to dynamically dependent rescalings.
That is, assume that the moving frame {Mt} is a rescaling of period q for {ft}. For
ℓ = 0, . . . , q−1 let {M
(ℓ)
t } be a representative of {f
ℓ
t }([{Mt}]), subscripts modulo q. Denote
by g0, · · · , gq−1 (subscripts modulo q) the non-constant complex rational maps such that(
M
(ℓ)
t
)−1
◦ ft ◦M
(ℓ−1)
t → gℓ−1
as t→ 0, outside a finite set. It follows that for all ℓ, the moving frame {M
(ℓ)
t } is a rescaling
of period q for {ft} with rescaling limit
Gℓ = gℓ−1 ◦ · · · ◦ gℓ+1 ◦ gℓ.
Note that the degree of Gℓ is independent of ℓ. Also, either Gℓ is postcritically finite for
all ℓ, or none of these maps Gℓ is postcritically finite.
We will deduce Theorem 1 from a result regarding Berkovich space dynamics. In order to
make this deduction it is convenient to record a direct consequence of the above discussion.
Corollary 3.9. Consider a holomorphic family {ft} of degree d ≥ 2. If {M
′
t} and {Mt}
are dynamically independent rescalings, then the periodic orbits of x′ = ι([{M ′t}]) and
x = ι([{Mt}]), under iterations of f , are distinct.
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4. Dynamics in the Berkovich projective line and rescalings
The previous section stresses the importance of type II periodic orbits in the study
rescaling limits. Here we will be concerned with the critical points in the “basin” of these
periodic orbits. More precisely, given a rational map ϕ : P1,anL → P
1,an
L of degree d ≥ 2 with
a periodic orbit O, we say that the basin of O is the interior of the set of points x ∈ P1,anL
such that, for all neighborhoods U of O, the orbit of x is eventually contained in U (i.e.
there exists nU such that ϕ
n(x) ∈ U for all n ≥ nU).
Periodic orbits of rational maps ϕ : P1,anL → P
1,an
L may be classified according to whether
they belong to the “Julia set” J(ϕ) or to the “Fatou set” F (ϕ). A point x ∈ P1,anL lies
in the Julia set if for all neighborhoods U of x we have that ∪ϕn(U) omits at most two
points of P1,anL . As usual, the complement of the Julia set, is the Fatou set. (See [BR10,
Section 10.5].) A periodic point x ∈ P1,anL \P
1
L of period q lies in the Julia set J(ϕ) if either
degx ϕ
q ≥ 2 or there exist a bad direction of ϕq at x with infinite forward orbit under Txϕ
q
(see [Kiw11, Theorem 2.1]). In the first case, x is called a repelling periodic point. In the
latter case, when degTxϕ = 1, we say that x is an indifferent periodic point. Every non-rigid
periodic point that belongs to the Julia set is of type II (see [BR10, Section 10.7]). It is
worth to emphasize, that despite its name, every repelling periodic point x of type II, has
non-empty basin. In fact, without loss of generality assume that x is fixed under ϕ. Let
v ∈ TxP
1,an
L be a good direction such that its iterates under Txϕ are pairwise distinct good
directions. Such v always exists since degTxϕ ≥ 2 and the residue field is uncountable. It
follows {ϕn(Uv)} are pairwise disjoint Berkovich open disks with boundary point x. Hence,
every point in Uv belongs to the basin of x.
According to the previous section, rescalings correspond to repelling periodic orbits. Our
next result explores under which conditions the basin of a periodic orbit does not contain
rigid critical points.
Theorem 4.1. Consider a rational map ϕ : P1,anL → P
1,an
L with degϕ ≥ 2. Let O be a type
II periodic orbit of period q ≥ 1 of ϕ. Assume that the basin of O is free of type I critical
points. Then, for all x ∈ O, every bad direction of ϕq at x has finite forward orbit under
Txϕ
q. Moreover, if degx ϕ
q ≥ 2, then Txϕ
q is postcritically finite.
The proof relies on the fact that any bad direction contains a rigid critical point and
its “image” contains a critical value. This is a particular and simple result about the
“ramification locus” of a rational map which we state and prove in the lemma below. See
the more general work by Faber for a detailed study of the ramification locus [Fab11a,
Fab11b].
Lemma 4.2. Let ϕ : P1,anL → P
1,an
L be a rational map of degree at least 2. Consider a type
II point x ∈ P1,anL . Let v ∈ TxP
1,an
L and consider w = Txϕ(v) ∈ Tϕ(x)P
1,an
L . Denote by Uv
and Uw the corresponding strict open Berkovich discs.
If ϕ : Uv → ϕ(Uv) is not injective, then there exists a rigid critical point c ∈ Uv such
that the corresponding critical value ϕ(c) ∈ Uw.
Note that according to Proposition 3.3, we have that ϕ : Uv → ϕ(Uv) is not injective if
and only if v is a bad direction or degv Txϕ ≥ 2.
Proof. If v is a good direction at x, then the result follows directly from the Non-Archimedean
Rolle’s Theorem (see [BR10, Lemma 10.43]).
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Assume that v is a bad direction. According to Proposition 3.3 (3), there exists at least
one preimage of ϕ(x) in Uv. Denote by V the connected component Uv \ ϕ
−1(ϕ(x)) such
that x ∈ ∂V and observe that V is strictly contained in Uv. It follows that V is a strict
basic open set and that ϕ(V ) = Uw, since ϕ(V ) is open and closed in Uw. Let AV be the
skeleton of V (i.e. the convex hull of ∂V ). Note that ϕ(AV ) is also a (finite) tree [BR10,
Corollary 9.36]. Since all the endpoints of AV are mapped onto ϕ(x), there must exist
a point y ∈ AV with valence k ≥ 2 which is mapped to an endpoint of ϕ(AV ). All the
directions at y which intersect AV must map (under Tyϕ) to the unique direction at ϕ(y)
which intersects ϕ(AV ). Hence, y is a type II point, since Tϕ is injective at type I, III,
IV points [BR10, Corollary 9.20]. Also, deg Tyϕ ≥ k ≥ 2 and Tyϕ : TyP
1,an
L → Tϕ(y)P
1,an
L
must have at least two critical values. So there exists a critical value b of Tyϕ which is a
direction at ϕ(y) distinct than the one determined by ϕ(AV ). The corresponding critical
point c of Tyϕ is a direction at y distinct from those determined by the elements of ∂V .
Thus, the corresponding disc Uc is completely contained in V . Therefore, ϕ(Uc) = Ub and
ϕ : Uc → Ub is of degree at least 2. By the Non-Archimedean Rolle’s Theorem [BR10,
Lemma 10.43], the disc Uc contains a critical point, Ub contains a critical value and the
lemma follows. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We proceed by contradiction and suppose that there exists a direc-
tion w at TxP
1,an
L with infinite forward orbit under Txϕ
q that contains a rigid critical point
of ϕq. It is sufficient to show that there exists a rigid critical point of ϕ in the basin of the
periodic orbit O of x. Hence, it is also sufficient to show that the forward orbit under ϕq
of a rigid critical point of ϕq converges to x.
We claim that the disc in the direction Txϕ
nq(w) contains a point in the forward orbit
of a rigid critical point of ϕq for all n ≥ 0. We proceed by induction. Suppose that the disc
Un in the direction Txϕ
nq(w) contains a point in the forward orbit of a critical point of ϕq.
If Txϕ
nq(w) is a good direction at x for ϕq, then ϕq(Un) = Un+1 contains a critical orbit
element. If Txϕ
nq(w) is a bad direction at x for ϕq, then the previous lemma guarantees
that the disc Un+1 associated to the direction Txϕ
(n+1)q(w) contains a critical value of ϕq.
Now, for n sufficiently large, say for n ≥ n0, the direction Txϕ
nq(w) is always a good
direction. Moreover, for some rigid critical point c of ϕq and some integer ℓ ≥ 1 we have
that ϕℓq(c) ∈ Un0 . Therefore, ϕ
nq+ℓq(c) → x as n → ∞, since ϕnq+ℓq(c) ∈ Un+n0 for all
n ≥ 0 and, given a neighborhood V of x, there are at most finitely many discs Un+n0 not
contained in V . 
For the sake of simplicity, if O is a periodic orbit of period p, then we let TOϕ denote
Tζϕ
p for some ζ ∈ O. Note that TOϕ depends on ζ ∈ O, and not necessarily these
maps are conjugate for different choices of ζ. However, there are some properties that are
independent of the choice, such as being postcritically finite or conjugate to a monomial.
Corollary 4.3. Consider a rational map ϕ : P1,anL → P
1,an
L of degree d ≥ 2. Then ϕ has
at most 2d− 2 repelling type II periodic orbits O such that Txϕ
q is not postcritically finite
for all x ∈ O where q is the period of O.
The examples, known to the author, where ϕ has infinitely many non-rigid repelling
periodic points have the property that for all these periodic points x of ϕ, with at most
finitely many exceptions, the action on the tangent space Txϕ
q is conjugate to z±k for
some k ≥ 2, where q is the period of x. It is natural to ask whether at most finitely many
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repelling periodic orbits are such that Txϕ
q is not “monomial”, for all x ∈ O where q is
the period of O.
The dynamics of degree 2 rational maps ϕ : P1,anL → P
1,an
L was studied in detail
in [Kiw11]. We reproduce below the statement of Theorem 1 in [Kiw11] which describes
the portion of the Julia set outside P1L. Of particular interest for us will be the description
of the possible configurations for type II repelling periodic orbits (parts (3) and (4)).
Theorem 4.4. Let ϕ : P1,anL → P
1,an
L be a quadratic rational map without a non-rigid
repelling fixed point. Then one and exactly one of the following holds:
(1) J(ϕ) \ P1L = ∅.
(2) J(ϕ) \ P1L is the grand orbit of an indifferent periodic orbit.
(3) J(ϕ) \ P1L is the grand orbit of one repelling periodic orbit O of period q ≥ 2. For
all x ∈ O, the map Txϕ
q : P1C → P
1
C is a quadratic rational map with a multiple
fixed point.
(4) J(ϕ)\P1L is the grand orbit of two distinct periodic orbits O,O
′ of periods q, q′ ≥ 2,
respectively, where q′ > q. The map Txϕ
q : P1C → P
1
C is a quadratic rational map
with a multiple fixed point, for all x ∈ O. The map Txϕ
q′ : P1C → P
1
C is (modulo
choice of coordinates) a quadratic polynomial, for all x ∈ O′.
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that {M
(1)
t }, . . . , {M
(N)
t } are pairwise dynamically indepen-
dent rescalings for {ft} of periods q1, . . . , qN , with postcritically infinite rescaling lim-
its. Let xj = M
(j)(xg) ∈ P
1,an
L for j = 1, . . . , N . From Proposition 3.4, we have that
Txjf
qj : P1C → P
1
C is not postcritically finite, for all j = 1, . . . , N . In view of Corollary 3.9,
the points x1, . . . , xN lie in pairwise distinct periodic orbits of f . It follows that N ≤ 2d−2,
by Corollary 4.3.
For quadratic rational maps (i.e., when d = 2) we have that N ≤ 2. If N = 2, then (4)
of Theorem 4.4 holds for f , and from Proposition 3.4 we conclude that (1) of Theorem 1
holds. If N = 1 and q1 > 1, then (2) of Theorem 4.4 holds for f and, similarly, we obtain
that (2) of Theorem 1 holds. 
5. Sequential rescalings
In this section we discuss the basic properties of sequential rescalings needed in order to
prove Theorem 2. We start with the discussion of sequential limits of rational maps which
is closely related to De Marco’s article [DeM05] but we use a slightly different terminology.
Then we continue to study the definitions of equivalence and dynamical independence of
sequences of frames to finish the section by introducing a convenient choice of a rescaling
sequence given a rescaling limit.
5.1. Sequences and reduction. Recall that we identify RatdC with a subset of P
2d+1
C .
For convenience we use homogeneous coordinates [x : y] in P1C. Given any f = [a0 : · · · :
ad : b0 : · · · : bd] ∈ P
2d+1
C let
P (x, y) = a0y
d + a1xy
d−1 + · · ·+ adx
d,
Q(x, y) = b0y
d + b1xy
d−1 + · · ·+ bdx
d.
Consider a homogeneous polynomial H = gcd(P,Q) of degree at most d. Write
P = H · P˜ , Q = H · Q˜.
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Let
H(f) = {[x : y] ∈ P1C | H(x, y) = 0}
and call H(f) the holes of f ∈ P2d+1C . Also, consider f˜ : P
1
C → P
1
C the well defined rational
map of degree d− degH given by
f˜([x : y]) = [P˜ (x, y) : Q˜(x, y)].
We call f˜ the reduction of f (compare with [DeM05]).
Note that for a holomorphic family {ft} we defined the reduction f˜ of the associated
rational map f : P1L → P
1
L. It follows that f˜ agrees with the reduction f˜0 of the point
f0 ∈ P
2d+1
C .
Lemma 5.1. Consider a sequence {fn} ⊂ P
2d+1
C converging to f ∈ P
2d+1
C . Then fn → f˜
uniformly on compact subsets of P1C \ H(f), where f˜ denotes the reduction of f and H(f)
the holes of f .
We omit the straightforward proof of the previous lemma (e.g., see the proof of Lemma 3.2).
Lemma 5.2. Consider sequence {fn} ⊂ Rat
d ⊂ P2d+1C and {gn} ⊂ Rat
d′
C ⊂ P
2d′+1
C con-
verging to f ∈ P2d+1C and g ∈ P
2d′+1
C , respectively, If deg f˜ ≥ 0 and deg g˜ ≥ 1, then
fn ◦ gn → f˜ ◦ g˜
uniformly on compact subsets of P1C \ S where S is the finite set given by
S = g˜−1(H(f)) ∪H(g).
Again the proof is straightforward after observing that g˜ is finite–to–one and onto.
5.2. Basic properties of rescalings. Rescaling limits and dynamical dependence behave
nicely under equivalence of sequences of frames.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that {Mn} and {Ln} are equivalent rescalings for {fn}. Then their
rescaling period coincides and the rescaling limits are Mo¨bius conjugate.
Proof. If M−1n ◦ Ln →M ∈ Rat
1
C, then
M−1n ◦ f
q
n ◦Mn =M
−1
n ◦ Ln ◦ L
−1
n ◦ f
q
n ◦ Ln ◦ L
−1
n ◦Mn
which in view of Lemma 5.2 converges to M−1 ◦ g ◦M outside a finite set, provided that
{Ln} is a rescaling of period q with limit g for {fn}. 
Along similar lines one may fill the omitted proof of the following result.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that {Mn} and {M
′
n} are dynamically dependent rescalings for {fn}.
Assume that {Ln} and {L
′
n} are equivalent to {Mn} and {M
′
n} respectively. Then {Ln}
and {L′n} are dynamically dependent rescalings for {fn}.
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5.3. The period of a rescaling. Here we show that the “period” of a rescaling {Mn}
of {fn} has the desired property of dividing all the iterates of fn which have a limit after
changing coordinates according to Mn.
Lemma 5.5. Consider a sequence {fn} ⊂ Rat
d
C for some d ≥ 2. Assume that there exist
q0 ≥ 1, q1 ≥ 1 and rational maps g0, g1 of degree ≥ 1, such that
M−1n ◦ f
qj
n ◦Mn → gj
uniformly on compact subsets outside a finite set. If q = gcd(q0, q1), then
M−1n ◦ f
q
n ◦Mn → g
uniformly on compact subsets outside a finite set, for some rational map g of degree ≥ 1.
Moreover, if deg g0 > 1 or deg g1 > 1, then deg g > 1.
Proof. To simplify notation, let Fn = M
−1
n ◦ f
q
n ◦ Mn. Write q0 = q1 · a + r with a, r
non-negative integers such that 0 ≤ r < q1. Then,
F q0n = F
r
n ◦ F
aq1
n
Given any convergent subsequence of {F rn}, say converging to F , it follows that g0 = F˜ ◦g
a
1
(see Lemma 5.2), thus deg F˜ ≥ 1. Since ga1 is onto and F
q0
n → g0 outside a finite set, all
convergent subsequences of {F rn}, converge to the same map F˜ outside the same finite set.
From the Euclidean Algorithm it follows that F qn converges outside a finite set to a rational
map of degree at least 1.
If deg g0 > 1 or deg g1 > 1, then deg g > 1, since g0 and g1 are iterates of g. 
As an immediate consequence of the above lemma we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 5.6. If {Mn} is a rescaling for {fn}, then the set formed by all ℓ ≥ 1 such that
M−1n ◦ f
ℓ
n ◦Mn converges uniformly outside a finite set to a rational map of degree at least
2 is of the form q · N where q is the period of {Mn}.
5.4. Periodic orbits and rescalings. Given a rescaling {Mn} for {fn}, using the re-
pelling periodic orbits of the rescaling limit we choose equivalent sequence of frames which
will be particularly useful.
Definition 5.7. Let O3 = P1C×P
1
C×P
1
C. Given ~z = (z1, z2, z3) ∈ O
3 with pairwise distinct
entries, we will consistently denote by γ~z the unique Mo¨ebius transformation such that
z1 = γ~z(0), z2 = γ~z(1), z3 = γ~z(∞).
Lemma 5.8. Suppose that {Mn} is a rescaling of period q for {fn} with limit g in P
1
C \S.
Let O ⊂ P1C \ S be a period q
′ ≥ 3 repelling periodic orbit of g : P1C → P
1
C. Choose three
distinct points z1, z2, z3 in O. Then, there exist sequences {zj,n} for j = 1, 2, 3 such that
the following holds:
(1) For all j, n the point zj,n has period qq
′ under iterations of fn.
(2) As n→∞,
M−1n (zj,n)→ zj .
Moreover, given {zj,n} for j = 1, 2, 3 such that (1) and (2) hold:
(a) If {z′j,n} for j = 1, 2, 3 are such that (1) and (2) hold, then zj,n = z
′
j,n for all n
sufficiently large.
(b) If ~zn = (z1,n, z2,n, z3,n), then {γ~zn} is equivalent to {Mn}.
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Proof. For j = 1, 2, 3, let Vj be a small neighborhood of zj such that gn = M
−1
n ◦ f
q
n ◦Mn
has a unique period q′ point wj,n in Vj for all n sufficiently large. We may assume that
V1, V2, V3 are pairwise disjoint. These neighborhoods Vj and points wj,n exist since O is a
repelling periodic orbit of g and the convergence of the holomorphic maps M−1n ◦ f
qq′
n ◦Mn
to gq
′
is uniform on compact subsets of Vj . Now let zj,n = Mn(wj,n) and observe that (1)
and (2) holds. Uniqueness of wj,n for large n, implies that (a) holds. The degree 1 rational
maps βn = M
−1
n ◦ γ~zn are such that βn(pj) = M
−1
n (zj,n) → zj for p1 = 0, p2 = 1, p3 = ∞.
We claim that the sequence {βn} converges to γ~z. In fact, assume that β ∈ Rat
1
C = P
3
C is an
accumulation point of {βn}. Thus, a subsequence converges uniformly on the complement
of (at most) one point to β˜. It follows that β˜ cannot be constant (it has to take at least two
of the values z1, z2, z3). Hence, β˜ has lies in Rat
1
C and the subsequence converges uniformly
on P1C. Therefore, β˜ is γ~z. 
6. From sequences to holomorphic families
Proposition 6.1. Consider a sequence of degree d rational maps {fn}. Let N ∈ N and
assume that for all j = 1, . . . N the sequence {Mj,n} is a rescaling of period qj for {fn}
with rescaling limit gj in P
1
C \ Sj. Then there exists a degree d holomorphic family {ft}
and, for each j = 1, . . . N , a degree 1 moving frame {Mj,t} such that {Mj,t} is a rescaling
for {ft} of period qj and limit gj .
If {Mj,t} and {Mk,t} are dynamically dependent for {ft}, then {Mj,n} and {Mk,n} are
dynamically dependent for {fn}.
Moreover, if {fn} converges to f ∈ ∂Rat
d, then {ft} can be chosen so that f0 = f .
Proof. Throughout the proof we drop the subscripts C and let O3 = P1 × P1 × P1.
We start by changing the rescalings {Mj,n} for equivalent ones. Let
∆ ⊂ O3
be the set formed by all triples (z1, z2, z3) such that at least two of the coordinates agree.
From Definition 5.7, recall that given a triple ~z = (z1, z2, z3) ∈ O
3 \ ∆, we consider the
Mo¨bius transformation γ~z for which
γ−1~z (z) =
z2 − z3
z2 − z1
·
z − z1
z − z3
.
For each j = 1, . . . , N , let Oj be a repelling periodic orbit of gj contained in P
1 \Sj with
period q′j ≥ 3. Pick three different points zj,1,∞, zj,2,∞, zj,3,∞ in Oj and let zj,1,n, zj,2,n, zj,3,n
be periodic points of period q′jqj under fn such that
M−1j,n (zj,i,n)→ zj,i,∞
for i = 1, 2, 3, as in Lemma 5.8.
Let ~zj,n = (zj,1,n, zj,2,n, zj,3,n). From Lemma 5.8, it follows that {γ~zj,n} and {Mj,n} are
equivalent rescalings for {fn}. By Lemma 5.3,
{γ~z1,n}, . . . , {γ~zN,n}
are rescalings for {fn} with rescaling limits, say h1, . . . , hN , respectively, such that gj =
L−1j ◦hj ◦Lj for some Mo¨ebius transformation Lj, for all j. Moreover, in view of Lemma 5.1
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and by compactness of P2d
qj+1 we may assume that
γ−1~zj,n ◦ f
qj
n ◦ γ~zj,n
converges to a point Hj ∈ ∂Rat
dqj ⊂ P2d
qj+1 such that hj = H˜j. Keep in mind that
z = 0, 1 or ∞ is not a hole of Hj, since Oj ⊂ P
1 \ Sj.
Let us construct the appropriate space to find the desired holomorphic families. For
each j ∈ N, consider the rational map
Ij : P
2d+1 ×O3 ×O3 99K P2d
j+1
(f, ~z, ~w) 7→ γ−1~z ◦ f
j ◦ γ~w.
which is regular in the complement of ∂Ratd ×∆×∆.
Given p ∈ N, let Xp be the Zariski closure in P
2d+1×O3×O3 of the space formed by all
triples (f, (z1, z2, z3), (w1, w2, w3)) ∈ Rat
d×O3×O3 such that fp(zi) = zi and f
p(wi) = wi
for all i = 1, 2, 3.
Let p1 = q1q
′
1, . . . , pN = qNq
′
N , and
X = Xp1,...,pN ⊂ P
2d+1 × (O3 ×O3)N
be the Zariski closure of the algebraic set formed by all (f, ~z1, ~w1, . . . , ~zN , ~wN ) such that
(f, ~zj , ~wj) ∈ Xpj for j = 1, . . . , N .
Consider the rational map
I : X 99K ΠNj=1(P
2dqj+1 ×Π
qj−1
k=0 (P
2dk+1 × P2d
qj−k+1))
given by
I(f, ~z1, ~w1, . . . , ~zN , ~wN ) = Π
N
j=1
(
Iqj (f, ~zj, ~zj)×Π
qj−1
k=0
(
Ik(f, ~zj , ~wj)× Iqj−k(f, ~wj, ~zj)
))
.
Note that I is regular in the complement of
D = ∂Ratd × (∆×∆)N .
Consider a resolution πX : Xˆ → X of the map I. That is, Xˆ is an algebraic variety over
C, the map πX is an isomorphism in the complement of E = π
−1
X (D) and
Iˆ = I ◦ πX
originally defined in Xˆ \ E extends to a regular map defined defined in Xˆ.
Now that we have constructed the appropriate spaces we proceed to find the holomorphic
family {ft} and the moving frames {Mj,t}. Since (fn, ~zj,n, ~zj,n) ∈ Xpj for all j and n, we
have that
xn(k1, . . . , kN ) = (fn, ~z1,n, f
k1
n (~z1,n), . . . , ~zN,n, f
kN
n (~zN,n)) ∈ X \D,
for all integers k1, . . . , kN such that 0 ≤ kj < qj. Passing to an appropriate subsequence,
we may assume that {xn(k1, . . . , kN )} converges in Xˆ , for all choices of k1, . . . , kN .
Say the limit of {xn(0, . . . , 0)} is x∞ ∈ Xˆ . Since the projection of I(xn(0, . . . , 0)) to the
P2d
qj+1 coordinate converges to Hj, for all j, we have that the corresponding projection of
Iˆ(x∞) is Hj. Now consider a holomorphic curve χt ⊂ Xˆ parametrized by t ∈ U
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neighborhood U of the origin in C, such that χ0 = x∞ and χt lies outside the exceptional
divisor E of Xˆ for all t 6= 0. It follows that the first coordinate of
t 7→ πX(χt) = (ft, ~z1,t, ~w1,t, . . . , ~zN,t, ~wN,t)
is a degree d holomorphic family. For each j = 1, . . . , N consider the moving frame
Mj,t = γ~zj,t .
Since χt → x∞, as t→ 0, by continuity of Iˆ, we have that,
M−1j,t ◦ f
qj
t ◦Mj,t → Hj,
as t→ 0, for all j, where the convergence is as points in P2d
qj+1. Thus, outside a finite set
we have uniform convergence of M−1j,t ◦f
qj
t ◦Mj,t to hj . Therefore, we have that {Mj,t ◦Lj}
is a rescaling of period qj and limit gj for {ft}.
To finish the proof it is sufficient to show that if {Mj,t} and {Mk,t} are dynamically
dependent for {ft} for some j 6= k, then {Mk,n} and {Mj,n} are dynamically dependent
for {fn}. Thus, suppose that
{f ℓt }([{Mj,t}]) = [{Mk,t}]
for some ℓ where 1 ≤ ℓ < qj .
Let ~zj,t = (zj,1,t, zj,2,t, zj,3,t). Observe that zj,i,t may be regarded as an element of P
1
L.
For i = 1, 2, 3, let vi be the direction of zj,i,t (viewed as an element of P
1
L) at yj =Mj(xg)
(where Mj : P
1,an
L → P
1,an
L is the rational map associated to {Mj,t}). Since z = 0, 1 and
∞ are not holes of Hj, we conclude that v1, v2, v3 are periodic good directions at yj under
iterations of f qj . Hence vi is also a good direction at yj for f
ℓ. Moreover, Tyjf
ℓ maps the
three distinct directions v1, v2, v3 at yj onto three distinct directions at f
ℓ(yj), since these
directions are periodic. It follows that the direction Tyjf
ℓ(vi) contains f
ℓ
t (zj,i,t). Therefore,
f ℓ(yj) = γfℓt (~zj,t)
(xg).
That is,
{f ℓt }([{Mj,t}]) = [γfℓt (~zj,t)].
Thus, there exist non constant complex rational maps ϕ1, ϕ2 such that:
M−1j,t ◦ f
ℓ
t ◦ γfℓt (~zj,t) → ϕ1,(4)
γ−1
fℓt (~zj,t)
◦ f
qj−ℓ
t ◦Mj,t → ϕ2,(5)
M−1k,t ◦ γfℓt (~zj,t) →M.(6)
By continuity of Iˆ, we have that
M−1j,n ◦ f
ℓ
n ◦ γfℓn(~zj,n) → ϕ1,(7)
γ−1
fℓn(~zj,n)
◦ f
qj−ℓ
n ◦Mj,n → ϕ2,(8)
M−1k,n ◦ γfℓt (~zj,n) →M.(9)
Thus, {Mk,n} is equivalent to {γfℓt (~zj,n)} and this latter sequence of frames is dynamically
dependent with {Mj,n} for {fn}. By Lemma 5.4, we conclude that {Mk,n} and {Mj,n} are
dynamically dependent for {fn}. 
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Corollary 6.2. Assume that {fn} ⊂ Rat
d
C and fn → f ∈ Rat
d
C. Then every rescaling limit
of {fn} is, modulo conjugacy, an iterate of f .
Proof. Assume that {Mn} is a rescaling for {fn} with limit g. From the proposition, there
exists a holomorphic family {ft} with f0 = f and a moving frame {Mt} which is a rescaling
for {ft} with limit g. The associated rational map f has reduction f0 = f of degree d.
Therefore, the Gauss point is completely invariant under f : P1,anL → P
1,an
L . In particular,
the Julia set of f is {xg}. It follows that M(xg) = xg, for otherwise there would be a
repelling periodic orbit of f different from the Gauss point, according to Proposition 3.4.
This proposition also implies that the rescaling limit of {ft} associated to {Mt} is an iterate
of f , modulo conjugacy. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Given any finite collection C of pairwise dynamically independent
rescalings for a sequence {fn} of rational maps, Proposition 6.1 guarantees the existence
of a holomorphic family {ft} with a corresponding collection of pairwise dynamically in-
dependent moving frames which are rescalings for {ft} with the same period and rescaling
limits as the ones of C. Hence, Theorem 1 implies Theorem 2. 
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